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Thisessay reviewsand criticizesVermeij'sNature:An EconomicHistoryand placesit
in the contextof evolutionaryeconomics.Vermeipresentsa naturalhistorywrittenin
what he considerseconomictermsand arguesthat biologistsshouldknowmoreabout
economics.While the exchangesbetween economicsand biology can sometimesbe
hazardousand misleading,quite a bit could be learnedby economistsfrom reading
this book.

Economic

sciencehas alwayshadsymbi-

otic relationshipswith other disciplines.
From the fruitful marriage with classical
physics in the works of Leon Walras and
Alfred Marshall,to the adoption of formal
techniquesfrom mathematicsand engineering, to the growinginterest in experimental
methods borrowed from psychology,interdisciplinaryspilloversand recombinationsof
economics with other disciplineshave been
common. Economics has exportedas much
as it has imported,enrichingsistersocial sciences and historywith its insights. Its relationship with biology has been more of a
problem. Despite repeated calls that economists and biologists should interact, not
much seems to have been done in this
regard. The best-known of these efforts
have been attemptsby economists to adapt
an evolutionaryperspective to a variety of
economic entities, such as Richard Nelson
and Sidney Winter's seminal 1982 book.
*

Mokyr: Northwestern University.

Many other attempts to use evolutionary
theory in economics have been made,
although few economists have actually
invested heavilyin the study of evolutionary
biology.1There are two journals dedicated
to this kind of economics, the Journal of
EvolutionaryEconomicsand the Journalof
Bioeconomics.2After all, many economists
feel intuitivelythat it makessense to look at
the economy as an evolving entity in which
firms and individualscompete for resources
and are subject to differentialsurvivaland
thus to "natural selection." Many issues
remain unresolved, and while there is an
active subfield (or should we call it a
"niche?")of evolutionaryeconomics with its
own organizationand a serious literature,
much of the professionhas not found a good
1 One notable exception is the work of Geoffrey M.
Hodgson. See, for example, Hodgson (1995) and Hodgson
(2005) for a summaryof many of the issues at stake.
2
For some recent notable contributions, see Jack J.
Vromen (1995), Nelson (1995), Ulrich Witt (2003), and
Kurt Dopfer (2005).
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way to make an evolutionaryapproach to
economics operational.
The idea of a useful conversationbetween
the two disciplineshas a venerablepedigree.
Marshall(1930 [1890], p. xiv) famouslyfelt
thatbiology,not physicsshouldbe "theMecca
of Economics"-through he did little more
than apologizefor subsequentlygoing to the
Medinahof comparativestatics.Morethan a
centuryafter ThorsteinVeblen (1898) wrote
his classic essay "WhyEconomicsIs Not an
EvolutionaryScience,"it has not lost its basic
appeal. Many traditionalneoclassicaleconomists "feel"that they should be importing
some of the conceptsof evolutionaryscience,
but even with some importantexceptions,
such as in evolutionarygame theory (e.g.,
Herbert Gintis 2002, ch. 7) and in recent
growththeory(Oded Galorand Omer Moav

Samuelson,and is more occupiedwith concepts such as knowledge, technology, and
"dynamicchange"thanwithtraditionalmicroeconomic equilibriumanalysis. It has had
some importantachievements,but displacing
the "neoclassicalparadigm"-whateverone
might mean by that-has not been one of
them.3 Such a project would have been
foolhardy. If anything, evolutionary and
neoclassical economics are complements,
not substitutes, addressing different questions. The success of the evolutionarybrand
of economics will be judged in the end by
how well it picks the topics in which it
seems to have a comparativeadvantageand
whether it does better in them than the
"standard"approach.
One indication of how limited the success of evolutionaryeconomics has been is
the paucity of application of evolutionary
2002), it still has not made it to the mainstreamof economics.It simplyhas turnedout
economics to historicalissues. If evolutionto be difficultto operationalizeevolutionary ary economics should have appeal, it might
be first and foremost among economic histheoryin what most of economicsis about.
This is not to belittle the work that has torians. If this mode of investigation
been done in evolutionary economics.
appeals to scholarsinterested in the historFollowing Nelson and Winter's seminal ical evolution of economies and firms, it
opus, a flurryof work,much of it originating should be expected that economic historiin Europe, has tried to create a new para- ans would be the first to embrace an economic doctrine that unambiguouslyplaces
digm that sets itself apart from what its
authorscall "neoclassical"
economics.This is
history at the center of economic analysis.
a mode of analysisthat eschews equilibrium After all, can one imagine evolutionarybiolanalysis,and that takes its inspirationfrom ogy without natural history and paleontolevolutionarybiologyand nonlinearopen sys- ogy? Yet this has not happened. To be sure,
tems in physicsratherthan classicalanalysis. some historicalwork, especially in the ecoIt recognizesthat all economies have a past nomics of technological change, has been
and that the past constrainsthe choices open
influenced or inspired by evolutionaryconto the present. It emphasizes not only the
cepts, but a full-fledged evolutionarytheofrom
choice
but
a
also
the
menu,
optimal
ry, comparable to standard tools of
need to understandhow the menu was writ- economics such as partialand general equiten in the first place and why some things librium, political economy, and game theothat could be on the menu are not. It is sus- ry has not emerged to enlighten the workof
picious of "representativeagents"or "firms" economic historians.4
and instead finds the variancein the distribution, often significantly referred to as
"diversity,"more interesting as the source of
creativity and progress. It cites Joseph
Schumpeter and Nicholas GeorgescuRoegen rather than Kenneth Arrow or Paul

3 For some of the most notable examples of this
research, see J. Stanley Metcalfe (1998) and Witt (2003).
4 On the other hand, in the history of technology and
science there is a serious attempt to apply concepts of evolutionary biology. See, for instance, Walter G. Vincenti
(1990), Joel Mokyr(1990), and many of the articles in John
Ziman (2000).

Mokyr:Economicsand the Biologists
Geerat J. Vermeij,a distinguishedbiologist, feels that the flow of trade should be
reversed:naturalhistory should import the
concepts of economics, not the other way
around.The worldof livingbeings, he notes,
is a world of scarcity, of competition, of
exchange,of opportunitycosts, but also one
of organization,of technology and innovation, of growth, of changes in productivity
and efficiency.He has written a learnedand
detailed book, subtitled "An Economic
History."It is, however, quite clearly not a
book of economichistorythat anypractitioner of that fields would recognizeunless one
was deeply interestedin the economichistory of mollusks or arthropods.It is a book
about the history of the world of living
beings, written in economic terms. It is
above all a book that seems aimed at
Vermeij'sfellow biologists,who are admonished to look at economic concepts-at least
as Vermeijperceivesthem-to deepen their
understanding of how the natural world
evolves.The idea that biologistsshouldlearn
from economics is not altogether new.
Charles Darwin himself, after all, famously
wrote that he hit upon the idea of natural
selection after reading Thomas Malthus's
Essay on Population, the quintessential
statement of scarcityin a dynamiccontext.
Without a binding constraintof population
pressure, naturalselection is deprivedof its
main mechanism,and while there can still
be change or "evolution,"it will not be
Darwinianin nature(MichaelRuse 1986, p.
24). The theory of natural selection is, of
course, closely relatedto Adam Smith'sidea
of an invisiblehand, which throughuncoordinated competition amongst individuals
strugglingfor their own benefit, created a
higher order.5Thirty years ago Michael T.
Ghiselin (1974, ch. 4), a noted biologist,
made an argumentsimilarto Vermeij'sand
5
Stephen J. Gould (1980), who points this out, adds
causticallythat "Darwinmay have cribbed the idea of natural selection from economics, but it may still be right"

(p.68).
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called for a more serious use of concepts
from economics in the study of naturalhistory.Vermeij'sbook is more up-to-date,with
an emphasis on historicalphenomena and
thus far more wide-ranging,but he would
surely agree with Ghiselin'sstatement that
"the value of analogical reasoning can
scarcely be overestimated..,.evolutionary
principlesmaybe generalized,allowingus to
apprehenda far greaterunityamongnatural
phenomenathan has hithertobeen possible"
(Ghiselin1974, p. 9).
In a series of magisterialchaptersfull of
fascinatingdetailsabout the historyof living
beings,Vermeijoutlineshis "economic"view
of nature.Manyof the conceptsseem at first
blush to carryover without much difficulty:
among manyothers,inequality,competition,
efficiency, and consumption,he maintains,
find close analogs in nature. Economic as
well as biologicalsystemsare subjectto "disturbances" (economists would call them
"supply shocks") that lead to adaptation,
migration, or extinction. Indeed, in one
amusing instance, he seems to have independently discovered real business cycles
when he maintainsthat "recessions"result
from exogenous shocks to productivity(p.
204). Terms such as "phenotypicplasticity,"
in whichan organismcan adaptto a changing
environment without changing its genetic
make-up,will be recognizedby economists
as the analogof substitution(p. 74). Whether
the toolkithe proposeswill be usefulto other
biologists or not, Vermeij's astonishing
knowledge of the world of living beings
serves him as an inexhaustiblereservoirof
examples that he adduces to illustratethe
"principles of economics"-as he sees
them-at workin the biosphere.
The questionthat this books needs to face
is whetherthe similaritiesbetween economics and biologyreflect the fact that the same
basic forces are at work in the historyof life
on this planet and the history of human
economies, or whether these are superficial
resemblances at worst and metaphorsand
analogies at best. Vermeij makes the best
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case possiblefor the former:in all aspectsof
biologyhe sees economic principlesat work
and,wheneverhe can, he uses economicterminology.At times this seems a bit stretched
(forinstance,a sectionentitled"planktonand
the consumerage"(p. 261)),but on the whole
this seems to a nonbiologista helpfulmethod
of analyzingnature. Both the competitive
economy and the world of living beings are
decentralizedsystemsin which uncoordinated individualsmake decisionsbased on their
needs, preferences,or instincts,but in which
nonethelessthere is orderof sortsand trends
emerge. Competition,Vermeij argues, is a
ubiquitousphenomenon,both in biologyand
in economics.In both cases, successis measuredin termsof whathe calls"performance,"
which he defines as the surplus available
beyond mere survival,availablefor growth,
reproduction,or consumption.This concept
is quite similarto the idea of a surplusabove
subsistence, central to the analysis of
economiesin the long run.
Even technologicalprogresscan be readily found in nature.Vermeijtells us (p. 117)
that agriculturewas inventedten times, nine
of which involved fungus-farminginsects
which grow their crops in galleries and
mounds, improving growing conditions by
fertilizing and protecting the crops from
predators. Symbiosis between different
species (such as the pollinationof plants by
insects) are equivalentto mutuallybeneficial
exchangerelationsin society (p. 47). Above
all, what nature and economics share is the
budget constraintand the pervasiveidea of
opportunitycosts. To that Vermeijadds that
in neither naturenor the economy are there
perfect solutions,and that true optimalityis
rarelyif ever achievedand that both systems
are conservativein that there is a great deal
of resistance to change (p. 48), a process
knownas "canalization"
(JackCohen and Ian
Stewart 1994, p. 92). Systems settle down
when they are "good enough" to survive,
which is not to say that they are perfect. To
be sure, human decisions are conscious
whereas the "selection"in naturalselection

is metaphorical,but Vermeij (p. 55) feels
that there is a "seamlesstransition"between
the two. Adaptation,as he sees it, involves
the formulationand testing of hypotheses
about the environment(andpresumablythe
abilityto do somethingaboutthem).
Not all analogies are equally persuasive.
No more than any of his predecessorsdoes
Vermeijresolveone of the centraldifficulties
in an evolutionaryapproachto economics:
what is the appropriate"unit" on which
selection occurs, much like the "specimen"
in nature? Some economists, following
Armen A. Alchian's (1950) classic paper,
have proposed that selection occurs on
firms.Morerecentwork,such as Nelson and
Sidney Winter (1982) and Mokyr (1990),
have proposed that selection occurs at the
level of a unit of knowledge or technique.
The problemis that there is no obviousanalog to "species"or any higherclasses of entities in these units. Units are neither "born"
nor "die"in the waylivingbeings do, nor is it
clear how an entity goes extinct. Vermeij's
proposedsolution(p. 44) is to liken a species
to human occupations, but this analogy
sounds lame and mercifullyVermeij relies
on it nowhereelse in the book. Equallyserious for those who try to fit every concept of
biology in the straightjacketof economic
homologies is the lack of the concept of
"generation." Biological evolution works
because genetic informationis transmitted
from generationto generation,or "descent
with modification"as the standarddefinition
of evolution goes (p. 2). But in human
economies the concept of "descent"or a
generationis not easy to define. One might
also raise some eyebrowsregardingthe use
of the term "technology"to describe (p. 47)
organic architecture, which allows living
beings to convert energy and materialsinto
biological work. Technology evolves in
nature, he explains, through natural selection whereas human technology evolves
throughthe decisionsof engineersand market forces. Some animals, to be sure, use
some tools, but these are but differencesof
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degree, in Vermeij'sview. This approach,
however, seems to avoid the fundamental
difference between the two, which is that
human technology is the result of knowledge, that is the conscious realizationthat
there are regularitiesin nature that can be
exploited. No such consciousness exists in
nature,althoughof course all life is based on
behaviorthat involves"asif" type of actions.
Do such quibbles about the analogies
matter to the basic idea that the worlds of
natural history and human history are in
many ways similar?What should be recognized is that evolution is bigger than either
biologyor economics(GeoffreyM. Hodgson
and ThorbjOrnKnudsen2005). It is a pervasive propertyof all systemsthat have a history, a budget constraint, and in which the
process that generatesinnovationis stochastic (Daniel C. Dennett 1995). Language,
religion, and culture can and have been
viewed in the same way, most famously in
Richard Dawkins's "memes." Vermeij is
quite right,then, in recognizingthatthey are
subject to similar principles, but fails to
stressthat biologyitself is a very specialcase
of evolutionary systems-one in which
inheritancetakes places througha one-shot
transmissionof genes, one in which a specimen gets its featuresfrom at most two parents, and one in which species can be
defined, at least practicallyif not alwaysprecisely, by reproductive incompatibility.In
general, however, evolutionarysystems can
be compatible with informationflowing in
manydirectionsand do not depend on strict
limits to species and generations.The literature of culturalevolutionis a good example
of such models (Robert Boyd and Peter J.
Richerson1985).
A good exampleof the fascinatingway in
which Vermeijthinks is the chapter on the
role of exogenous shocks, or "disturbances"
as Vermeijcallsthem. Evolutionand adaptation are not the only forces in determining
historicaloutcomes, they may not even be
the primary ones. Equally important are
exogenous changes in the environment in
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which life occurs. Some such changes are
brought about through the activitiesof life
itself and can thus result in feedback loops
that determinethe characteristicsof the trajectory and possibly its outcome. But some
catastrophicshocks are purely exogenous,
such as collisionswith celestialbodies or volcanic events. Economichistoryis full of similar events, such as the invasion of the
American continent by European "explorers."These explorersdid for the indigenous
populations what the meteorite that
slammed into Yucatan at the end of the
Cretaceous did for about 50 percent of all
species living on the planet, including the
dinosaurs.But as Vermeijpoints out, there
are "bottom-up"extinctionsin which "primary production" is interrupted and the
habitatof species is altered faster than they
can adapt or migrate, and there are "topdown"extinctionsin which a more adapted
species drives a weaker competitor out of
the game. These top-down extinctions,he
feels, have become more typical of recent
evolution, due primarily,of course, to the
activitiesof homo sapiens.
In its last two chapters,the book takes an
unambiguousposition on the long debate of
whether or not the history of life on this
planet displaysa significanttrend, one that
we might call progresseven if no necessary
normativejudgmentis implied. Manyscholars, most vocallythe late Stephen J. Gould,
have denied that such a trend existed and
that the movements toward greater complexity,efficiency,or diversityin naturalhistoryare all illusory(Gould2002; see also, for
example,G. LedyardStebbins1969, p. 133).
Vermeijwill have none of this. He sees "a
historicallink between the general trend in
economicsystemstowardincreaseddiversity
and a general trend towardincreasesin the
power of consumersand the rate of production" (p. 256). However, when he looks at
the finalculminationof the process,Vermeij
gets worried.He makesthe perceptivepoint
that an intelligentobserverfive millionyears
ago would likely have concludedthat life on
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earth had approachedthe limits of resource
extraction(p. 293). Such an observerwould
have been quite wrong, as humans have
totally changed the way life evolved on the
planet.It is quite clear,he feels, thatin three
and a half billionyears of evolution,nothing
like humanshave occurred,and that the rate
and the pervasivenessof change that their
activities have brought about is totally
unprecedented.Like so manyothers,he asks
whether this rate of change is sustainable.
Humansare alteringecosystemson a global
scale, and these changes are irreversible.
Biological resources are mined beyond the
point of sustainability,andVermeijgives us a
long list of pollutants(p. 297) that are either
introduced at unprecedentedrates into the
environment or involve totally new substancesthat the earthhas never encountered
before. This might look to the casualreader
as a scare-listworthy of a Paul Ehrlich or a
BarryCommoner,but the difference is that
Vermeij knows what he is talking about.
While his policy recommendationsread fairly commonplace(he is in favorof the scientific way of knowing and democratic,
representative political organization-who
would ever admit being anythingelse?), his
concernsare genuine and his predictionsare
well-enough informed that anyone who is
concernedwith the long-runfutureof life on
the planet should constantlyremindhimself
of the points made in the last chapters.
The paradoxicalpoint about this book is
that,while writtenby an expertbiologistwho
has read a fair amount of history and economic history, the parallels between economics and biology are based on the way
Vermeij imagines economics should be or
might have been, not on what economics
really is. There are few references in his
huge bibliographyto serious work in economics and here and there he makes a serious slip. Thus, among his list of seven
obstaclesand objectionsto economicgrowth
he mentions (p. 301) that the moderneconomy is characterizedby a pervasiveimbalance between productionand demand, and

that the capacityof industryand agriculture
has outstrippedthe capabilityof consumers
to absorb production. This "stagnationist"
view,brieflyheld by a few economistsin the
1930s and since then abandoned,is supported by the notion of an inequitabledistribution of wealth, a view that can be traced to
KarlMarxand John Hobson but is not held
nowadaysby any reputableeconomist. Nor
is it clearwhat on earthis the basis of his ex
cathedra pronouncement that "human
curiosity is a far more potent weapon of
[technological] progress than is inquiry
motivatedonly by economic gain"(p. 308).
But apartfrom such mistakes,this lack of
understanding of economics prevents
Vermeijfromunderstandinghow centralthe
price system is to economic adaptationand
how it operates as a mechanism of market
clearing.There is nothinglike a "market"in
the naturalhistory that Vermeijdescribes.6
Indeed, one would wish that he would have
read the works of such economists as
Friedrichvon Hayek(1979), ArmenAlchian
(1950), Milton Friedman (1953), and Jack
Hirshleifer(1977) who have all suggestedto
write about economics in "biologicalterms"
but realizedand appreciatedthe importance
of marketsandprices in allocativeprocesses.
His view of markets seems to be that the
free marketis free mostlyfor those in power,
as he feels that "theEuropeaneconomicsystem about which Adam Smith wrote
depended in large measure on the toil of
slaves in the New World."Whether historically corrector not (the matteris disputed),
6 In recent years,

attempts to develop a concept such as
"biological markets" have emerged in the literature. In
these models the idea of market clearing and the allimportantinformationalfunctions of the price mechanism
are abandoned, and instead the terms of trade in mutually
advantageousexchange are central to the discussion (Peter
Hammerstein and Ronald No6 1995; Samuel Bowles and
Hammerstein 2003). The problem with such biological
markets is that contracts are often unenforceable, though
nature does provide some examples in which provisions
are made for contracts to be "enforced."But human markets are successful precisely because humans have developed institutions that make contracts enforceable and
resolve disputes.
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this is simply a confused way of thinking
about what a market economy does.
Similarly,the book spends considerabletime
on arms-races and positive feedback and
coevolutionbut is not informedby the models that have been proposed by economists
to analyzearms-racesand similarmodels of
what he calls "escalation." Vermeij is
ambivalent about the future of economic
growth.He is deeply worriedaboutthe consequences of economic growth, yet he
seems to believe that in a zero-sum society
there is a reduced ability to adapt and to
reduce inequality (p. 312). Elsewhere he
cites W. Arthur Lewis to the effect that
wealth does not necessarilyincrease happiness but ratherincreaseshuman choice and
"the opportunities for dictators to control
men's bodies through highly organized
police services"(p. 148).
Arguably,these are minorflawsin an otherwise hugely informative and innovative
book. The analogies it proposes are worth
investigating,even if not all of them will hold
up. Wordsandtermscan sometimesmislead;
while concepts such as "power"or "efficienare used in economicsand
cy"or "hierarchy"
have analogsin biology,their meanings are
often sufficientlydifferentto make homologies of this kind tricky. There are indeed
manyisomorphismsbetween economicsand
biology, but one cannot help but wonder
sometimes whether they are substantiveor
superficial.Of course,natureis a competitive
systemin which units operateunderscarcity.
A recent paper by Michele Piccione and
Ariel Rubinstein(2005), for instance, shows
that one does not need voluntaryexchange
economiesto get equilibriumallocationsthat
in some ways mimic the market allocation.
The "law of the jungle" in which stronger
agentstakeresourcesfromweakerones (presumablydescribinga world similarto what
Vermeijdescribes)will lead to a uniqueequilibriumthat is Paretoefficient.Yetcautionis
called for:as soon as one introducesproduction into the Rubinstein-Piccione model,
their conclusionsbecomes problematic.
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Moreover,economies are not like ecologies in that the mainpurposeof life seems to
be life itself. Species struggleto surviveand
reproduce, and "success"is measured in
those terms. There is no real analogin biology to the economist'sconcept of utility.In
economics, survivalis essential,but the purpose of economic activityis not just survival
and reproduction,but to maximizea definable objectivefunction,which seems to have
no real analogin living systems even if animals can demonstrablyfeel pleasure and
pain. Whether or not this really matters to
the biologistsremainsto be seen; it is possible to write down economic models of "satisficing"and of "gettingby"in which "good
enough"survives.But in ignoringthe central
concept of "utility"(and replacingit by such
conceptsas "power"),Vermeij'sconcernwith
inequalitymakeslittle sense. Centralto consumer theory is the concept of conscious
choices between alternatives,and this concept does not play an equallycentralrole in
naturalhistory.It is hardto find in the natural world any example of altruism(beyond
the obvious concern with one's offspring),
whereasin humansocietysuch a tendencyas
"being nice to strangers"can be shown to
exist and mayhave strongevolutionaryroots,
but roots that are specific to humans and
very rare in other living beings (Alexander
Field 2001; Ernst Fehr and Joseph Henrich
2003). A narrowfocus on biologyalso gets in
the way of dealing with the fact that homo
sapiens does not seem to conform to the
centraldictate of nature,which is that when
the environmentallows, maximizesurviving
offspring. Instead, as technology improves
and income rises,people reduce the number
of their offspring.This seemingly puzzling
fact can be explainedusing utilitytheorybut
not in Vermeij'sframework.
Shouldeconomistsread this book? Surely
not if they thinkthat the subtitleimpliesthat
they will learnmuch abouteconomichistory.
But perhapsit would not hurt economiststo
branchout a bit. After all, they have learned
a great deal of mathematicsand routinely
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cite publicationsin physicsand engineering.
Might it not be useful to learn something
more about naturalhistory as well? It may
get economiststo think about the analogies
and differences between the economic system and living beings. In one of his most
thought-provokingpassages, Vermeij cites
biologist Jacques Monod's classic Chance
and Necessity (1971): how do we reallydistinguish between the contribution of a
deterministicset of factors,and of those random events that maysteer the economyonto
a permanentand altogetherdifferenttrajectory? Vermeij suggests that "Comparative
historyprovidesa way of dissectingthe roles
of chance and necessity, of assessing how
and to what extent the time invariantand
space invariant laws intersect with the
unique attributes of individuals and their
surroundings"(p. 250). Some pages later he
adds disparaginglythat "comparativehistory
is in its infancy,"a statementto which some
practitionersmight object. But there is no
denyingthat manyof the issues he raiseswill
be thought-provokingto economists.
But more important,this book may persuade (if nothing has before) that thinking
about very long-term historical change in
terms of equilibrium models is not very
helpful, that history is not a random walk
but really does have a trend and is going
somewhere. Some shocks can throw history
permanentlyoff course and may cause outcomes that look dramaticallydifferent from
what they could have been. If economic history shares its nonergodicity with natural
history,the two literaturesmay learn from
one another. A further isomorphism
between evolution and economic history
was pointed out by Ziman (2000): evolutionary models stress that what matters to
history is not necessarily representative
agents and central tendencies but rather
very rare or singularevents that get amplified and ultimatelydetermine the course of
history. The challenge to historians then
becomes to try to understand which rare
events and unusual agents take on that

function, and under what circumstances
they get "selected."
Moreover, and most remarkably,both
natural and economic history represent
striking nonlinearities and acceleration in
their historical trajectory. Much of the
change that has occurred since the beginning of time took place in a relativelyshort
period at the very end. It should persuade
people that in such a world, even if we can
understand trends and fluctuations, the
issue of timing remainsa centralpart of the
puzzle. While we can analyzethe origins of
homo sapiens in terms of selection processes in the Pleistocene after some sixty million years of mammalian development,
there is no theorythat explainswhy it arose
when it did and not, say, in the middle of
the Eocene. Above all, it underlines the
contingencies of history. There is nothing
about the actual outcome that made it
inevitable (or even likely) ex ante that highly intelligent life should have emerged on
our planet.7 There is, to be sure, a trend
toward bigger size and perhaps greater
complexity, but the emergence of consciousnessand high intelligence appear-as
far as we know-to be a fluke. Quite similarly, and here Vermeij'sanalogy is quite
convincing,there was no a priori inevitability about the IndustrialRevolutionand the
beginning of sustainable, rapid growth in
the West in the past two centuries. In retrospect, we can analyzewhy and how it came
to pass that we happen to be where we are
as we are, but there was nothing inexorable
about it.8 After all, if that asteroid that hit
Yucatanat the end of the Cretaceous had
veered just an epsilon to either side of the
planet, the dinosaursor their descendants
would still rule the planet. It is a sobering
thought.
7 For a
strongly argued contrary view, see Robert
Wright
(2000).
8
For a series of case-studies analyzing the possible
counterfactual scenarios to the "rise of the West" see
Philip Tetlock, Ned Lebow, and Geoffrey Parker forthcoming.
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